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The
Spot
Light

Sustainability

What does it Mean?
Sustainability means
meeting our own needs
without compromising
the ability of future
generations to meet
their own needs

Resources are finite

and so should be used
conservatively and carefully

Creating certainty
in our future
To ensure that there
is enough for future
generations, without
decreasing present
quality of life.

Adopting
sustainable
practices
whether large or
small, can have
significant impacts in
the long run.

A sustainable
society

must be socially
responsible,
focussing on
environmental
protection and
dynamic equilibrium
in human and natural
systems.
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The
Spot
Light

Sustainability

01

What is Sustainable
Development?
Is the practice of using guidelines for
environmentally responsible and energy
savings to create new development projects
and to maintain and retrofit older projects.
It can include using green materials in new construction, designing
projects that can harvest their own energy to reduce the load on a
power grid, or that incorporate green space in order to counterbalance
the green space removed to build the onsite facilities.
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- The aim of sustainable development is
to balance our economic,
environmental and social needs,
allowing prosperity for now and future
generations
Sustainable development consists of a long-term,
integrated approach to developing and achieving
a healthy community by jointly addressing
economic, environmental, and social issues, whilst
avoiding the over consumption of key natural
resources.
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The
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Light

Sustainability
03
Sustainable development
involves satisfying the needs of
the present population without
endangering the capability of the
future population to satisfy its
own needs

It’s about improving the well being of everyone
wherever they are and achieving this milestone
collectively. SUSTAINABILITY AS ONE

This also means developing innovative
technologies while keeping the environment safe
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There are three primary goals of
sustainable development:
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To minimize the depletion of natural resources when
creating new developments.
To create a development that can be maintained and
sustained without causing further harm to the
environment.
To provide methods for retrofitting existing
developments to make them environmentally friendly
facilities and projects.
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Building up Strong Infrastructure,
Supporting Inclusive and Sustainable
Industrialization and Incubating
Innovation
This goal takes into consideration three aspects of sustainable development:
industrialization, infrastructure, and innovation. Infrastructure is crucial as it
offers the basic framework necessary to smooth the running of enterprise and
society at large.

Industrialization targets to drives up economic development, yield job opportunities,
and thus, reducing levels of poverty. Innovation improves the technological abilities
of industrial sectors and inculcate the development of innovative skills.
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Enabling Access to Affordable and Clean
Energy
Energy plays a crucial role in mitigating pollution through
advancements in industrialization and fighting climate
change.
This sustainable development goal focuses on developing
and expanding renewable energy resources such as Solar
Hydropower, Electric Transportation adoption.
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The
Spot
Light

Sustainability
As
One

To achieve the Sustainable
Development Goals

The world
must work
together

We live in an interconnected world and all of our futures are inextricably
linked.
For us, the only way forward is to through cross-culture, cross-industry and cross-society partnerships that we can
scale up the Societal & Sustainable commitments to which we hold ourselves accountable. With this in mind, we
need to explore and establish dynamic partnerships that explicitly expand our boundaries, particularly at the
national and local levels where the necessary flexibility allows us to address locally relevant issues.
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The
Spot
Light

Sustainability
As
One
In Partnership with Sustainability
Development Goals

SAO

The key enabler

SAO will be used to
enhance the global
partnership for
sustainable
development,
complemented by
BLOCKCHAIN
partnerships that
mobilize and share
knowledge, expertise,
technology and financial
resources, to support the
achievement of the
sustainable development
goals

SAO will encourage and promote effective public, public-private and civil society partnerships, building on the
experience and resourcing strategies to achieve the sustainable development goals.
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SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

GOALS

Using SAO Token

No Poverty

Zero Hunger

Good Health &
Well Being

Quality Education

Gender Equality

Clean Water & Sanitation

Affordable &
Clean Energy

Decent Work &
Economic Growth

Industry Innovation

Reduced Inequalities

Sustainable Cities &
Communities

Responsible Consumption
& Production

Climate Action

Life Below Water

Life On (Land)

Peace, Justice &
Strong Institutions
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The Fintech + Sustainability
= SAO Token

Low Transaction
Fees

Performance suitable
for mass adoption

Borderless DeFi

EVM Compatible with
pre-integrated price
oracles

Scalability to
accommodate for
users and the
interoperability to
communicate with
each other

Powered by Binance Smart Chain
Our Smart Contract had been audited with
stringent scrutiny by "AntiHACK.me"

The Smart Contract is audited using various tools
like MythX, Slither and Remix IDE. At the same
time the finding is based on critical analysis of the
manual audit.

Details of our smart contract audit
report can be found in our website
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Total Supply

50,000,000,000
Tokens

Tokenomics

The total supply is capped, then a majority of the tokens will be available for trade when the
network platforms launches.

Twenty Four (24) months after SAO Token for team and advisors will be unlocked for
distribution.

Initial 8% of SAO Token will be available for purchase during presale and 20% during IDO

Depending upon market conditions SAO hopes to release yearly up to 10% of the coins for
public sale according to the token allocation strategy.

The propose tax for every transaction will have a 1-1.5% for re-distribution purpose to all SAO
token holders and 1-1.5% for contribution to the charity and sustainability efforts
* Our Charity and sustainability effort programs will be updated on our saotoken.io web

Use cases for SAO will be the purchase of sustainable related services or product from close
partners or businesses. SAO will work with other like-minded sustainability related partners to
make SAO token an acceptable form of currency at their venues
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Distributions
The Issuance

The Lock Ups.

-SAO price during private/seed sale
event will be at $0.000025 for the
greater number of investors interested
in our project. Please visit our web @
saotoken.io for more info.

• There will be a lock-up period of twenty (20)
months after SAO distributes tokens to the Team.

-To finance SAO's development
roadmap and continued growth, SAO
will conduct a
IDO event that will offer 10,000,000,000
MUN out of the 50,000,000,000 total
supply. (20%) - value at $0.00006.
-Upon conclusion of the private and
public sale, the entirety amount will be
directed to the liquid supply .

• To ensure the team is economically incentivized to
improve the network into the future, their coin
vesting
schedule is Two years after IDO.
• Projects & Infrastructure will have a vesting
schedule of twenty (24) months to maintain the
budget outreach.
• Marketing will have a vesting schedule of twenty
(12) months to up keep the community and
awareness in sustainability

-SAO is putting the best efforts to trade
and list SAO in major global exchanges,
to promote the coin circulation and
allow more countries, market places,
and crypto customers to have access
to the coin.

TRANSPARENCY

The team is available to answer questions or provide customer’s feedback about UCoin, token
sale, or use of funds across multiple forums.
• SAO communication channels include: Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, Instagram, Telegram,
Linkedin, Website and Email.
• Unforeseen changes, modifications, and related issues are updated and informed to investors
through the Web and social media channels.
• The web page is used for all company’s reports to public. ( saotoken.io )
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Marketing Strategies
- Digital Marking is the key to the global markets.
• Target both, traditional and digital media channels, to advertise SAO initiates worldwide.
• Create positive interactions with technology platforms specialized in crypto content, news, and
social networks.
• Leverage strategic marketing and public relations global partners for high-brand product and
service awareness.

• Establish international roadshow tour and sales
distribution network.
• Promotion and formation of strategic alliances for
distribution and use of the token for everyday
transactions.
• Focus on industry leaders and partner with likeminded businesses and individuals to achieve
sustainable development goals using SAO

Global Aim
International Market
Community Marketing
Quora Marketing
Reddit Marketing
Social Media Optimization [SMO]
Digital PR & OutReach
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Use of Funds
To increase adoption rate and promote on all sustainable
related initiatives , services and technologies.

Funds acquired during the SAO offer are being used for the
development of the SAO
ecosystem, promote sustainabilty development goals and
growth , and for the backup/liquidity of SAO token.
Among key development are : the investment in sustainability
related project and infrastructure ( supporting MNL EV
Charging expansion to increase sustainable mobility
adoption and MNL Technologies to increase use in
sustainable related technologies )

SAO will continue developing strategic alliances , further
partners with like minded business and individuals to
increase the use case for SAO. And further building and
developing
the SAO market while solidifying sales, fund development, and
marketing teams.

Also, funds are directed to
further enhance the added
value for the customers of the
coin and the SAO ecosystem.
The forging of strategic
alliances will increase market,
usability, and grow the brand
value for consumers and
businesses alike. I
In addition, SAO aims to
provide ample liquidity for
investors by developing
collaboration with third-party
trading solutions
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Utility Token
The currency of choice built
to promote and envision
sustainability

The Uses

Loyalty
Points
Rewards will be given in
SAO Tokens and as loyalty
points

Referral
Engagement
As part of the Referral
initiative, successful referral
towards sustainability will
be rewarded with SAO
Token

As a mode of
payment
SAO Token can be used as
payments in our very own
ecommerce web and in our
partner's platform

Preferential
Rates
Discounts will be given when
SAO token is used.
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Sustainability As One
To achieve Environmental , Social and
Economic Sustainability , We will all need
an united community working hand in
hand as one and with each other
committing to social progress,
environmental balance and economic
growth.

The Aim

SAO Token is designed as part of the
sustainable development roadmap to
promote and a call for action to protect
the planet sustainability and guarantee
for our future generation.

The Future

SAO Token also supports the initiative by
United Nations' Sustainable Development
Goals, which address the greatest
challenges facing humanity.

The CSR
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Sustainability As One
Under SAO directives, We go by a
sustainable business model with the focus
to go towards sustainable economic
growth with social progression in mind
and environmental balancing to improve
the lives of present and future
generations.

The
Direction

SAO Token has set its perimeters to
contribute as much as possible to the
efforts in name of sustainability and
promote developments that are well
resilient and fitted for the future to come.

The
Contribute
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Use Cases

Introduction of MNL
MNL is a Group of Companies that has business portfolios driven with the goals to achieve
sustainable future.
MNL offers a wide rage of Chargers portfolio which includes DC chargers, AC chargers, charging site
management systems and an EV Charging Mobile App interface for Users.
Our goal is to provide a reliable electric vehicle charging infrastructure that is smarter , efficient and easily
accessible. Our innovative solution optimizes both charging effectiveness and energy efficiency.
MNL also offer Sustainability Green Solutions under their Engineering arm that focuses in creating sustainable
built environments and resilient business systems across multiple construction sectors.. And Sustainability
Solutions for new builds, retrofit and conversion projects

SAO Token will have its first use case and
collaboration with MNL , an company that
focuses its technology and business
model in the name of sustainability.
SAO Token will be working closely with
MNL on its plan to increase adoption in
achieving sustainability in transportation
18

Use Cases
Adoption of Electric Vehicle will achieve Sustainable Mobility
To foster EV adoption, the availability of charging infrastructure is a key prerequisite
MNL targets to increase the infrastructure network for drivers in reaching out to Charging
Stations conveniently so that adoption of Electric vehicle can grow exponentially.

EVs can produce zero tailpipe emissions.

Full electric vehicles do not need a tailpipe, as they don’t produce exhaust. Traditional
engines combust gasoline or diesel, creating energy at the cost of producing harmful
carbon emissions. By contrast, the batteries found in EVs are completely emission-free.

EV battery production can be clean.

Today’s EV batteries have a carbon footprint that is 2 to 3 times lower than two years ago,
and growing cleaner still. Manufacturers of EVs are setting guidelines for their battery
suppliers. For example, they require suppliers to only use renewable energy sources during
production, such as solar and wind. These sources can provide the large amount of energy
needed to produce EV batteries without harmful emissions.

SAO Token will partner with MNL to
increase the infrastructure network
required to increase the use of EVs and
SAO Token will be adopted in the process
19

Use Cases
Increased emphasis and incentives in the region
To phase out ICE Vehicles and fully adopt EVs on the road

MNL growth and expansion of the EV Charger infrastructure in the targeted markets is
expected to mature and proliferate and broaden along with the increase of the EV adoption.

India

The Indian automotive industry is the fifth largest in the world
and is slated to be the third largest by 2030. Catering to a vast
domestic market, reliance on the conventional modes of fuel
intensive mobility will not be sustainable.
In an effort to address this, federal policymakers are developing
a mobility option that is “Shared, Connected, and Electric” and
have projected an ambitious target of achieving 100 percent
electrification by 2030.
By making the shift towards electric vehicles (EVs), India stands
to benefit on many fronts: it has a relative abundance of
renewable energy resources and availability of skilled
manpower in the technology and manufacturing sectors.
According to an independent study by CEEW Centre for Energy
Finance (CEEW-CEF), the EV market in India will be a US$206
billion opportunity by 2030 if India maintains steady progress to
meet its ambitious 2030 target. This would require a cumulative
investment of over US$180 billion in vehicle production and
charging infrastructure.

The above info supports the future rise in the full adoption of Electric Vehicles
and thus EV Chargers will be a definite necessity in the coming years.
In view of this, SAO will assist in growing MNL EV chargers network which will
be in demand as EV users increases and will in turn has high utility on the SAO.
Ref : < accessed 25.07.21 , https://www.livemint.com/news/india/maharashtra-govt-issues-ev-policyaims-to-make-10-of-new-vehicle-registrations-under-electric-11626178528769.html >
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Use Cases
Increased emphasis and incentives in the region
To phase out ICE Vehicles and fully adopt EVs on the road

MNL growth and expansion of the EV Charger infrastructure in the targeted markets is
expected to mature and proliferate and broaden along with the increase of the EV adoption.

Malaysia

EV incentives are being structured with plug-in hybrid (PHEV) in
mind, with the consideration of them being a necessary
transition towards full battery EVs down the road. As such, PHEVspecific incentives will also be introduced.
These include tax exemption for qualified CKD models, with 100%
exemption being given until 2022, 75% exemption from 2023 to
2025, and 50% exemption from 2026 to 2030.
The plan calls for the establishment of a national target of
having 7,000 AC public charging points and 500 DC charging
points, with the government leading by example. The proposal
calls for government funding to be derived for 2,000 AC and 200
DC charging points out of this total in the immediate phase
Buses and motorcycles are also set to feature in the move
towards electrification, with plans to establish an e-bus central
procurement agency, offering subscriptions of these to
ministries and state governments. This will have a revolving
fund of RM450 million for competitive leasing as well as a RM100
million annual fund. Support will also be given to local
manufacturing of EV buses.

The above info supports the future rise in the full adoption of Electric Vehicles
and thus EV Chargers will be a definite necessity in the coming years.
In view of this, SAO will assist in growing MNL EV chargers network which will
be in demand as EV users increases and will in turn has high utility on the SAO.
Ref : < accessed 25.07.21 , https://paultan.org/2021/04/19/malaysias-ev-roadmap-proposes-7000-acand-500-dc-charging-points-10000-units-of-cbu-full-evs-tax-free/ >
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Use Cases
Increased emphasis and incentives in the region
To phase out ICE Vehicles and fully adopt EVs on the road

MNL growth and expansion of the EV Charger infrastructure in the targeted markets is
expected to mature and proliferate and broaden along with the increase of the EV adoption.

Singapore

Singapore’s forward ambition and a part of the Green Plan will
be to phase out ICE vehicles and to have all vehicles on the road
run on cleaner energy by 2040. To get , the government
announced a wide range of measures for Private Vehicles,
Commercial Vehicles, Charging Infrastructure and planning to
accelerate the adoption of EVs.
Nation-wide EV charging network
The government’s goal is to aim for an upwards of 60,000 EV
chargers (comprising 40,000 in public carparks and 20,000 in
private premises) to be deployed by 2030. To put these
numbers into context, there are only about 1,800 public EV
chargers as of December 2020 so Singapore’s EV charging
infrastructure will undergo a massive 30-fold increase within the
next decade.
Special Road Tax rate and early adoption rate
Owners who register early on a fully electric cars will receive a
rebate of 45% off the Additional Registration Fees (ARF).
Additional incentives like a reduction of up to 34% in road tax for
EVs in the 90-230kW bracket will be given to EV users.

The above info supports the future rise in the full adoption of Electric Vehicles
and thus EV Chargers will be a definite necessity in the coming years.
In view of this, SAO will assist in growing MNL EV chargers network which will
be in demand as EV users increases and will in turn has high utility on the SAO.
Ref : < accessed 25.07.21 ,
https://www.lta.gov.sg/content/ltagov/en/industry_innovations/technologies/electric_vehicles.html >
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Resolves MNL EV Charger Challenges
• Charging time.
-Using a standard home charger, it takes 10-20 hours to charge a typical EV to 80%. Even
with an upgraded charger (3-7kW power), this could still take up to 6-8 hours.
MNL EV Charger range covers from 3 – 22kW AC and 50 – 75kW DC Chargers. With this
healthy range, charge time can be dramatically shorten and with the SAO Token adoption,
we will give priority load to SAO Token users.

• Availability of charging infrastructure
- EV owners can experience “range anxiety,” the fear that the car will run out of power before
reaching a suitable charging station.
One of the MNL’s goal is to increase the reach of our EV infrastructure. With the IDO of SAO
Token, we will increase the EV set up from 10 new chargers set up per month to 40 new
chargers set up per month. It is also part of our SAO Token roadmap to increase the
charging infrastructure so as to meet the region’s sustainability goals that were set by the
government.
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Resolves MNL EV Charger Challenges
• EV Adoption rate
There are substantial technical, social, and economic barriers to widespread adoption of
electric vehicles, including vehicle costs, lower driving ranges, long charging times, and the
need for charging infrastructure
With the creation of the SAO Token that is in direction to promote sustainability, it will in-turn
increase the awareness of sustainable transportation – Electric Vehicles. SAO token will also
assist in the electric vehicle cost by giving preferential rates if SAO tokens are used. With the
IDO of SAO Token, the funds raised will assist in expanding the charging infrastructure across
the region. With all this benefits and build plans in mind, EV adoption rate will definitely be on
the rise in the coming years.
• Power Grid < Demand
Electricity grid is especially heavily loaded in the morning. The increase in electric vehicles
(EV’s) on the road means an increase in the demand for power. Upgrading the electrical
infrastructure will be costly and requires huge investments.
MNL EV Chargers have smart load balancing function that can spread the peak load over
time, so that all stakeholders in the energy chain can be facilitated at one time. SAO Token is
then rewarded to the user when they charge their EVs during non -peak period so that it can
also help ease the power grid stress on the loads.
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The Roadmap
MNL x SAO
First half of 2021
Digitization Approach ( Back-end Software management
and Mobile App ) for MNL EV Chargers, Commence Plan to
create E-commerce Web & Mobile Shop App for
sustainable related products.

Sept 2021
Creation of SAO Token under the Binance smart Chain.
SAO Token is designed as part of the sustainable
development roadmap to promote and a call for action
to protect the planet sustainability and guarantee for our
future generation. Pre-sale launch has invited more than
hundreds of interested parties. In view of this, marketing
efforts for the SAO Token has begun.

By End of 2021
First use case of SAO Token will be available on our Ecommerce Web created. This E-Commerce Web of ours will
feature a full range of sustainable related technologies , for
eg Solar Panel Set Ups, EV Chargers and green technologies
like LEDs . SAO token holders can then embark with us on this
journey to achieve sustainability for our future generations
as one. MNL EV Charging Mobile App will also start
incorporating wallet to wallet APIs to accept SAO Token as
part of the payment mode.

Dec 2021
SAO token to be launched as Initial DEX Offering on Lauchpads
like BSCpad. SAO will set up communities with interested
parties to increase the hype for this IDO launch. Marketing
efforts will be doubled up before the launch to get as many
audience as possible.
After IDO

Plans to expand the use of SAO Token to more platforms and make it more widely accepted
with sustainability in mind. In doing so , SAO will work with MNL first to set up more EV Charger
infrastructure , increase the awareness of our e-commerce web and work closely with our
close partners to increase the use of SAO Token. SAO will work with MNL to set up Assembly
Factory in India for the production of Electric Motorbike , Solar Panels and EV Chargers to
increase the sustainability awareness together with SAO Token. Marketing channels will be
widen as well with plans to outreach more sustainability conscious individuals to adopt SAO
Token.
On Going

MNL will also continue to widen the adoption of SAO token as the preferred payment
for our services and will get more of our close working partners to accept SAO Token
as well. MNL targets to make SAO Token to be the currency of choice for sustainable
related products and projects. SAO will also be exploring to create NFT - market
place and sustainable related IDO platforms , in-corporation with the Meta-verse
techs , creation of blockchain to assist sustainable projects and to expand the use
cases.
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Use Cases

Introduction of MNL Technologies
MNL Technologies focus on sustainable mobility in India where it assembles and produces
Electric Motobikes that has zero carbon emission and provide Solar Power solutions to the
vast population in India.
One of the most promising way in having sustainable transportation for the future is to go full Electric. Electric
Motorbikes has become more popular with its high efficiency and readily convenient mode of transport. MNL
Technologies is able to provide the full range of the Electric motorbikes to increase sustainable mobility use in
India
MNL Technologies also offers Solar solutions where it encourages the use of renewable energy which is clean
and safe alternative energy solution. MNL Technologies provides residential and commercial solar solutions
that paves the way in achieving the sustainable development goals.

SAO Token will be collaborated as part of the
business model to promote and advertise
the use of Electric Motorbikes with annual
rebates if SAO Token is used.
SAO Token will also promote sustainable
mobility push in India with preferantial rates
given to the SAO Token users.
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Use Cases

E-Commerce Website

It will be a portal that allows you to buy sustainable related
technologies, digital products and services
SAO Token user can purchase sustainable products in here with preferential discounted
rates. SAO Token hopes that with this initiative , more people will be more aware of the
importance of sustainability and adopting it with the latest technology available.

Sustainable Related
Technologies
Categories involves EV Chargers,
Solar related products , LEDs , etc

Technological innovations will
advance sustainability efforts
With the emphasis in using the latest
technological advances , it will be more efficient
and effective in achieving sustainability
practices

SAO Token will partner with MNL
Technologies E-Commerce web that
allows SAO Token user to purchase
sustainable related technologies
27

Future Use Cases
In The Pipeline
Moving Forward

Aims to facilitate the development of SAO Token to greater
heights with sustainability in mind for our future generations.

Sustainability

NFTs

SAO Token x Sustainability App

SAO Token x NFT Market - Place

Initial DEX
Offering

SAO Token x IDO Market place
Aim to creative and foster community
engagement via mobile app
interaction with users to promote good
sustainable practices. Daily / Weekly
sustainable challenges will be posted
on the mobile App for user to engage in
return with SAO Token rewards.

Targets to create digital artwork that
are carbon neutral with sustainable
efforts in mind which itʼs revenue will
be contributed to completely offset
emissions by investing in promising
renewable energy, conservation
projects, or technology.

A sustainable unique Fundraising
Model that allows sustainable related
project to launch a coin or token via a
our very own SAO decentralized
liquidity exchange.

SAO Token targets to increase the user
base portfolio with more use case in the
pipeline that will give a greater impact on
the sustainability efforts.
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Future Use Cases
In The Pipeline
Moving Forward

Aims to facilitate the development of SAO Token to greater
heights with sustainability in mind for our future generations.

E-Commerce
SAO Token x E-Commerce Market
Place
Aims to provide seamless shopping
experience to promote sustainable
practices and encourage the public to
purchase sustainable related products
The market place set up will also give a
platform for all like-minded businesses
to network and market their
sustainable related products.

Exchanges
Listing

Blockchain

SAO Token x Exchanges

SAO Token x Blockchain

With the increase user base of the SAO
Token , we will have our token listed as
well to entice larger audiences to
understand our sustainability goals
and be part of our sustainability
project plans ahead.

SAO will embrace more blockchain
technology to speed up the
sustainability plans and making it
feasible for all the individuals &
business to adapt.
With our own blockchain, we can
broadening the scope of ecosystem a
decentralized utility

SAO Token targets to increase the user
base portfolio with more use case in the
pipeline that will give a greater impact on
the sustainability efforts.
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Use Cases Goals
To increase adoption rate and promote on all sustainable
related initiatives , services and technologies.

- Encourage Reduce energy use.
From using sustainable energy efficient products and appliances to using LED light bulbs
and automatic taps. Reducing this waste will increase your business’s efficiency, potentially
save money on energy and contribute to overall small business sustainability. Everyone can
start small by encouraging individuals in energy-saving practices such as turning off lights,
carpooling, or telecommuting whenever possible.

- Encourage businesses to adopt sustainability
Making the case for a sustainable business is simple: an environmentally
friendly business can be a profitable one. You can decrease your business’s
negative impact on the environment and potentially save money.
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Use Cases Goals
To increase adoption rate and promote on all sustainable
related initiatives , services and technologies.

- Encourage to Improve public
health.
A sustainable business will implement
changes like reducing emissions,
improving air quality, and identifying
products that reduce concerns about
health and safety liability. In this way, it
promotes higher standards of public
health and encourages environmental
protection.

- Help business to create a business
sustainability plan
SAO can assist in assessing areas of Improvement ,
find opportunities to innovate the existing practices
and Implement changes using our SAO Token
initiatives to achieve green plans for the business.
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Why Collaborate with us ?

Partnership

Business Support

- Partnership engagement.

- Business Support

SAO can play a critical partnership role with both the
sustainability development goals and businesses. By
sharing information, resources, activities, and
capabilities we can achieve things together that we
could never achieve alone.

We are setting out an
ambitious plan to priorities
Collaboration and
investment that supports the
transition to a net zero global
economy.

Our Vision for SAO partnership with stakeholders is to
unleash innovative ways of working, mobilizing
expertise and hard to reach resources, and create
shared accountability in an increasingly complex
world

Our outreach will serve as a
help to build a thriving,
resilient future for our society
and businesses. At the heart
of this plan is to also pledge
in achieving the sustainable
development goals.

- SAO - Key driver in sustainabilty
Technological breakthroughs and creativity are critical for reducing the time and cost
necessary for achieving results.
On board with SAO token will mean investing in sustainable technologies that will in turn
make it more effective and efficient in achieving sustainable developments
SAO will also driver Blockchain potential to be a key technology in a new technological
paradigm of increasing automation and the integration of physical and virtual worlds. It
can transform social interaction, public institutions and our relationship with the
environment for pursuing sustainable development.
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The Team
Work
RCS. Muthu Karuppan
Chief Operation Officer

Vairam Nagaraj
Business Development Director

20+ years of experience in project operations and
advanced business planning has assisted MNL to
accomplish numerous turn-key projects with efficiency
and compliments. Led teams across broad technical,
financial and business disciplines. Focused teams on
business objectives and tracked progress to ensure
project milestones were completed on time, on budget
and with the desired results.

The years of meticulous networking efforts has assist
him to acquire and cultivated a significant client base
that has brings forth sustainable economic growth for
the companies he worked. Accountable for managing
profitability with sales exceeding $20 Million for a period
of 8 years while simultaneously increasing brand
recognition through efficient operations.

Lai Y.W
Sustainability Director

Anbazhagan Arasayi
Senior IT Architect

Successful experience of leading Sustainability initiatives
and working in social/environmental impact for more
than 10 years. His extensive portfolio includes
development of energy management & sustainability
strategies for clients, then implement programs to
achieve savings goals and targets by specified timelines.
Some of the skillsets includes managing energy
benchmarking and assessment using Energy Star
Portfolio Manager as well as internal software platforms;.

Full stack developer with over 13 years of experience in
Software Development and experienced in all stages of
Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) including
requirement analysis, design, implementation,
integration, testing, deployment and post development
maintenance.. Oversaw and coordinated technology
direction and strategy, process and quality improvement.

Raja Saravanan
Senior Blockchain Specialist
His strong understanding of algorithms, data structures,
cryptography and data security has consulted multiple
companies to achieve blockchain technology, includes
both developing on the server-side and front-end.. With
him on board with MNL , he has effectively contributed
in the smart contract development, launched token sales
and ensured security protocol are in place.

Rani Kagoo Jude Cruz E
Senior Creative & Marketing Manager
His richness in the marketing field has assisted in
developing, executing multi-channel marketing
strategies to increase brand awareness with generating
and nurture leads, and support business development
efforts. His direction has proofed in the increased site
traffic by 15% year-over-year . The creativity of his has
also created and executed individualized social media
strategies tailored to each uniqueness in the regional
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The Team
Work
Karupaiah Revathi Palaniyappan
Senior Finance Officer
Over the years of his banking career , he has developed
deep insight in business and associated credit in Trade Trade Finance, Trade Services, Export Agency Finance,
and Commodities and Cash Management. He is also
active participation in regional monetary reviews and his
track record has proven ability to consistently meet or
exceed objectives and quota’s. His determined direction
has assisted in mitigating significant high risk/ adversely
classified exposures

Bob Lim B.H
Advisory Team Lead
His library of experiences in M&E both local and in the
region has proofed valuable to us going forward our
expansion plans. Over the years of his consultation, he
has brought forth successful turn-key projects like the
Kingsland Data Centre in Singapore, Cambodia
Government Duty & Tax DC, Shanghai Think IT (China,
Shanghai), etc. We strongly believe that with his
guidance , we can achieve greater success in the region.

Gan A.H
Advisory
His down – to – earth approach has made him extra
valuable to us for our plans ahead. The foresightedness
that he has gained throughout the 30 years of
experience with more than 100million dollars’ worth of
project value both on the ground and on the high
hierarchy has avoided numerous potential errors and
mistakes. His earnest contribution to our team has given
us confidence every step of the way in achieving our
goals.

"Teamwork is the ability to work together
toward a common vision. The ability to direct
individual accomplishments toward
organizational objectives. It is the fuel that
allows common people to attain uncommon
results."
-Andrew Carnegie
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Upward
Trajectory
SAO has a broad market target
audience, built on decentralized
blockchain technology and utilizes
microservice architecture
to ensure limitless scalability and
value added.

SAO being in Blockchain nature
will act as a key to
sustainability which ensures
traceability and transparency.
SAO will redefine finance
function, building networks for
collaborations, establishing
effective decentralized data for
sustainability development.

With sustainability in our core,
SAO promises to be the
currency of choice for all
sustainable related products
and services . SAO will continue
with its best efforts to thrive
building a wider awareness
and support in sustainable
development.
All these features and
scalability potential,
create favorable
conditions for the launch
and investment of this
SAO currency and its
sustainability ecosystem.
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The Disclaimer
The only rights granted in respect of the SAO Tokens are to hold, transfer and use the SAO Tokens in respect of the platform,
protocol or network that Issuer is developing or operating.
SAO Tokens do not have any other rights, use, purpose, value, attributes, functionalities or features, whether expressed or
implied. The SAO Tokens are not intended to be redeemed, purchased or otherwise transacted for profit. All purchaser and
holders of the Token will not receive any profit, income, return or other benefit purely by virtue of holding the SAO Token.
Tokens are not to be understood, deemed, interpreted or construed to be or to be representative of any kind of:
(a) currency, legal tender, money or deposit, whether fiat or otherwise, nor any substitute for such currency, legal tender,
money or deposit;
(b) investment (whether secured or unsecured), equity interest, proprietary interest, economic right (including any kind of
right to payment, income, dividend, return, profit, or other return, or any sums to be paid, or likely to be paid, out of such),
share or similar interest in or claim against any person, asset, entity, organization, scheme, venture or project;
(c) equity, debt or hybrid instrument, security, collective investment scheme, managed fund, financial derivative, futures
contract, deposit, commercial paper, negotiable instrument, investment contract, note, bond, warrant, certificate or
instrument entitling the holder to interest, dividends or any kind of return, nor any other financial instrument;
(d) right, title, interest or benefit whatsoever in whole or in part, in any person or property, or any assets whatsoever; or
(e) any commodity that is regulated under applicable law or which any person is obliged to redeem or
purchase.
SAO Tokens are not guaranteed or secured by any person, asset, entity, organisation, scheme, venture or project, including
the Issuer, in any way. The Issuer is under no obligation to issue replacement Tokens in the event that any SAO Token or
private key is lost, stolen, malfunctioning, destroyed or otherwise inaccessible for any reason. Neither the Issuer nor any other
person is obliged to redeem or purchase the SAO Tokens at any time.
Token Issuance are mostly unregulated by governments in various jurisdictions at present therefore the issuance of SAO
Tokens may be suspended or cancelled at any time due to unforeseen circumstances. All Tokens Purchase are final and
non-refundable.
This Whitepaper has not been registered under the Securities and Futures Act (Cap 289) or under any Securities Exchange
and applicable securities laws in Singapore. This Whitepaper has not been examined or approved by the Monetary
Authority of Singapore (“MAS”) or the Accounting and Corporate Regulatory Authority (“ACRA”); Should any Parties be
unclear about this Whitepaper or any of the terms of this Whitepaper or have any doubt as to this Whitepaper or any of its
terms of this Whitepaper or have any doubt as to this Whitepaper or any of its terms, the Parties (or Party) are advised to
seek legal, financial, tax or other professional advise before proceeding with the Token Purchase.
SAO are not securities or units in a collective investment scheme or business trust, each as defined under Singapore’s
Securities and Futures Act (Cap. 289) (“SFA”). Accordingly, the SFA does not apply to the offer and sale of SAO. For the
avoidance of doubt, this initial offering of SAO need not be accompanied by any prospectus or profile statement and no
prospectus or profile statement needs to be lodged with the Monetary Authority of Singapore (“MAS”).
This Whitepaper does not constitute an offer of, or an invitation to purchase, SAO in any
jurisdiction in which such offer or sale would be unlawful. No regulatory authority in
Singapore, including the MAS, has reviewed or approved or disapproved of SAO of this
Whitepaper. This Whitepaper and any part hereof may not be distributed or otherwise
disseminated in any jurisdiction where offering tokens in the manner set out this
Whitepaper is regulated or prohibited.
The information in this Whitepaper is current only as of the date on the cover hereof. For
any time after the cover date of this Whitepaper, the information, including information
concerning SAO business operations and financial condition may have changed. Neither
the delivery of this Whitepaper nor any sale made in the related initial token offering shall,
under any circumstances, constitute a representation that no such changes have
occurred.
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The Disclaimer
You further acknowledge and agree that SAO are not securities and are not meant to generate any form of investment
return. Persons considering acquiring SAO are responsible for conducting their own due diligence on SAO, and should ensure
that they understand and are able to bear the risks of purchasing SAO.
Saotoken.io, any related services provided by SAO are provided on an “as is” and “as available” basis. SAO does not grant
any warranties or make any representation, express or implied or otherwise, as to the accessibility, quality, suitability,
accuracy, adequacy, or completeness of SAO, or any related services provided by SAO, and expressly disclaims any liability
for errors, delays, or omissions in, or for any action taken in reliance on, SAO, and any related services SAO may provide.
No warranty, including the warranties of non-infringement of third party rights, title, merchantability, satisfactory quality, or
fitness for a particular purpose, is given in conjunction with SAO, and any related services provided by SAO.
The regulation of utility tokens such as SAO is still in a very nascent stage of development in Singapore. A high degree of
uncertainty as to how tokens and token-related activities are to be treated exists. The applicable legal and regulatory
framework may change subsequent to the date of issuance of this White Paper. Such change may be very rapid and it is not
possible to anticipate with any degree of certainty the nature of such regulatory evolution. SAO does not in any way
represent that the regulatory status of INF will remain unaffected by any regulatory changes that arise at any point in time
before, during, and after this offering.
None of SAO or its affiliates is currently regulated or subject to the supervision of any regulatory body in Singapore. The SAO
Tokens have not been approved, disapproved or recommended by the Securities Authority or any other regulatory authority
in any jurisdiction.
No Fiduciary Duties Owed As SAO is not a regulated financial institution, it does not owe holders of SAO any fiduciary duties.
This means that SAO has no legal obligation to always act in good faith in the best interests of holders of SAO. While SAO
will have regard to the interests of holders of SAO, it is also permitted to consider the interests of other key stakeholders and
to prefer these interests over the interests of SAO holders. This may mean that SAO is permitted to make decisions that
conflict with, or are not necessarily in, the interests of SAO holders. Not owing any fiduciary duties to holders of SAO also
means that holders of SAO may have limited rights of recourse against SAO and its affiliates in the event of disputes.
SAO Token Holders acknowledge and agree that your decision to purchase, hold, and / or use the Tokens is based solely on
the right to potentially use the Tokens for the Services (as defined in the Whitepaper) on the INF Platform and not on for any
expectation of financial gain because of the fluctuations in the value of the Tokens.
The tax characterisation of INF is unclear. Accordingly, the tax treatment to which they will be subject is uncertain. All
persons who wish to purchase INF should seek independent tax advice and legal advise prior to deciding whether to
purchase any SAO. SAO does not make any representation as to whether any tax consequences may arise from
purchasing or holding SAO.
SAO Tokens are blockchain- based utility tokens. The security, transferability, storage, and accessibility of blockchain utility
tokens depends on factors outside of Infinitus’s control, such as the security, stability, and suitability of the underlying
blockchain and its ecosystem. SAO does not represent or otherwise assure that it can prevent such external factors from
having any direct or indirect adverse impact on any SAO Tokens and the SAO platform. The risks associated with building a
project dependent on unproven third-party technology (Aura) which is still underdevelopment. Any development and tests
conducted on alternative platforms such as EOS and Bluezelle are still in its initial stage and may be subjected to change.
In the worst case scenario, private data stored on the SAO network nodes may potentially be lost or destroyed due to third
party platforms and blockchains unsuccessful deployments or executions and/or any other
affiliated technology malfunctions and failures which are beyond SAO's control and management.
Persons intending to purchase SAO Tokens should note that adverse events caused by such
external factors may results in the loss of some or all SAO Tokens purchased. Such loss may be
irreversible. SAO is not responsible for taking steps to retrieve this loss.
SAO cannot and does not guarantee or otherwise assure that there are no
risks in relation to your purchase of SAO. The purchase of SAO may,
depending on the manner in which the relevant purchase is effected,
involve third parties or external platforms (e.g., wallets). The involvement of
such parties or platforms may introduce risks that would not otherwise be
present, such as misconduct or fraud by the third party, or your failure to
receive SAO upon duly making payment because of a third-party wallet’s
incompatibility with SAO. SAO is not responsible for any risks
arising due to the involvement of third parties, including the risk of not
receiving (or subsequently losing) any or all SAO you attempt to (or
successfully) purchase.
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